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Unit-I  

Measure on Real line 

2.1 LEBESGUE OUTER MEASURE: 

Introduction: 

                                    All sets are contained in   𝑅,the real line  .  Intervals of the 

form I = [a,b) ,where ‘a’ and   ‘b ’  are finite . When    a=b , I=Ф. Length of  I 

l(I) = b-a. 

Definition:1 

The lebesgue outer measure , or outer measure of  a sets  is given by  

m*(A) =inf Σ l (In ) , where the infimum  is taken over all finite  or countable 

collections of intervals [In]  such that A ⊆∪ In .  

 

Proof: 

(i) ,(ii)&(iii) are trivial. 

For (iv),     

            Since  x𝜖 In =[x, x+1/n) 

For each n  , l(In) =1/n  

Inf l(In) =0 

(ie) m*([x]) =0.  

Hence the proof  

Example: 

            S.T  for any set  A  [ y +x  :y𝜖 𝐴] 

          (ie) Outer measure is   translation invariant. 

Proof: 

           For each 𝜖 > 0 . 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑎  𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 [In] such that   A∁ ∪In . 

m*(A) =inf Σ l(In) ,  

m*(A)  ≤ 𝛴 𝑙(In) -ϵ  

 

m*(A) ≥  𝑙(In) -ϵ  ……….(1) 

 but A+ x ⊆ Ս((In + 𝑥) 



for each ϵ  >0, 

∴    m*(A +x)  ≤ 𝛴 𝑙(In)≤m*(A) +   ϵ  ( by eqn (1)) 

         (ie) m*(A +x)≤ m*(A) … … … . (2) 

 But  

      A=A +x-x 

   m*(A) =m*(A +x) −m*(x)  

  m*(A) ≤m*(A +x) … … ….(3) 

   from (2) &(3) ,we get 

     m*(A) =m*(A +x)  

 𝐻𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓. 

Theorem: 

                    The outer measure of an equal interval its length. 

Proof: 

   Case(I): 

                      I=[a, b] 

Since [a, b] ⊆[a, b+ϵ) 

 For each  ϵ> 0 

m*( [a, b] ⊆ m* [a, b+ϵ) 

                         =inf Σ l(In+ ϵ) 

                        ≤Σ l(In+ ϵ) 

m*( [a, b]) ≤Σ l(b+ϵ -a) 

since ϵ is arbitrary, 

( ie)m*(I) ≤ 𝑏 − 𝑎 ……….(1) 

Next  for each ϵ>0 ,I may be covered by a collection of intervals such that 

m*(I) =  𝑖𝑛𝑓𝛴 𝑙(In) 

m*(I) ≥ 𝛴 𝑙(In)……………(2) 

where  



       In=[an, bn] for each  n, 

Let  In
’ =[an-ϵ/2, bn) 

Since Ս In ⊆Ս In α 

Then  ⋃ In’ = I∞
𝑛=1  

∴ “by Heine borel theorem “ 

                                       If A is closed bounded set in R and A⊆⋃ 𝐺𝛼𝛼∈𝐼  ,Where 

the sets 𝐺𝛼 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙  and I is index  set.Then there exists a finite 
sub collection of the sets [Gi :i=1,2,3…n]whose union contains A” 

There exists a finite sub collections of 𝐼𝑛’ say j1,j2,j3,j4,…..jn where Jk =  

(Ck,Dk) covers I. 

Suppose that no  Jk is contained in anyother ,we have suppose that 
c1<c2<c3<c4<…..<cN . 

C 

If a<b  

Suppose  0<ϵ<b-a  and  

 In
’=[a+ϵ, b] 

Since I’ ⊆ I 

m*(I’)≤m*(I)=b-a-ϵ =l(I) 

m*(I)  ≥ 𝑙(I). 

Let I”= [a,  b+ϵ)⟹I ⊆I’’ 

m*(I)≤m*(I’’) =Inf Σ l(I’’) ≤ 𝑙(I’’).=b-a+ϵ=l(I)+ϵ 

m*(I’)≤ 𝑙(𝐼) + 𝜖 since  𝜖 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑟𝑦 

∴m*(I’)≤ 𝑙(𝐼).  

Case (iii): 

I is infinite  interval .four type of interval occurs.  

Suppose I =-(∞, 𝑎] 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑀 > 0 

There exists k such that the finite interval I M =[K,K+M) is contained I. 

 (ie) m*(I) ≥m*(IM ) =K+M -K 



m*(I) ≥   𝑀 

Hence  

m*(I) =∞ = 𝑙(𝐼) 

∴m*(I) = 𝑙(𝐼) 

Hence the proof  

 

Theorem: 

For any sequence of  sets {Ei},m* (⋃ 𝐸𝑖 ) ∞
𝑛=1 ≤  ∑  ∞

𝑛=1  

Proof: 

 For each i, and every ϵ>0 

There exists a sequence of intervals {Ii,j ;j=1,2,3,4… such that 𝐸𝑖 containing 

⋃ I I, j∞
𝑛=1 … … . (1) 

W.K.T 

m*(I’)≤ 𝛴𝑙(Ii, j) −
𝜖

2
… . . (2) 

from (i) implies   

Ei  containing⋃ I I, j∞
𝑖,𝑗=1 ⇒ m*(Ei) =inf ∑  𝑙(∞

𝑖,𝑗=1  Ii, j) ≤  ∑  𝑙(∞
𝑖,𝑗=1  Ii, j) 

≤ m*(Ei+∈/2)) 

 since   ∈ 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑟𝑦 

∴m*(⋃ )
∞      

Ei
𝑖=1

 ≤ ∑  𝑙(∞
𝑖,=1  Ii, ) 

Hence the proof 

Theroem: 

S.T  for  any set A and any ∈> 0 , 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑡  𝑜 containing  A such 

that  m*(o) ≤m*(A)+ ∈ 

Proof: 

Choose a sequence of intervals  In  such that A⊆ (⋃ 𝐼𝑛 ) ∞
𝑛=1  

⇒m*(A) ≥  𝑙(In) -ϵ /2……..(1) 

If     O=∑  𝑙(∞
𝑛,=1  In) ≤ ∑  𝑙(∞

𝑛=1 ⋃ 𝐼𝑛′ ∞
𝑛=1  ) 



                                           ≤ ∑  𝑙(∞
𝑛=1  In′) ≤ ∑ (∞

𝑛=1 bn-an+ϵ/2n+1)  

∴              m*(O) ≤ 𝑚 ∗ (𝐴)+∈           since ∈ 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑟𝑦 

 

 

2.2 Measure sets 

Definition: 

                    The sets E is Lebsque measure  or measurable if for each set A  

 m*(A) = m*(A∩ 𝐸) + 𝑚 ∗ (𝐴 ∩ ∁𝐸) 

Example:4 

                S.T if m*(E)=0 then E is Measurable. 

Proof: 

                  Since A∩ 𝐸 ⊆ 𝐸 

                 m*(A∩E)≤ 𝑚 ∗ (𝐸) = 0 … … (1) 

∴       A∩ ∁𝐸 ⊆ 𝐴 

              m*(A∩E)≤ 𝑚 ∗ (𝐴) 

 0+m*(A∩E)≤ 𝑚 ∗ (𝐴) 

∴        m*(A) ≥m*(A∩ 𝐸) + 𝑚 ∗ (𝐴 ∩ ∁𝐸) 

Hence E is measurable. 
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Theorem: 

            Every interval is measurable. 

 

Proof: 

 

                   Suppose the internal to be of the form [a,∞)  

For any set A, to show that 

m*(A)≥ 𝑚 ∗ (𝐴 ∩ (−𝑎, ∞) + 𝑚 ∗ (𝐴 ∩ [a, ∞)) 

write A1= 𝐴 ∩ (−𝑎, ∞) 

         A2 =𝐴 ∩ [a, ∞) 

m*(A)  ≥ 𝛴 𝑙(In) -ϵ  and 

write In’= 𝐼𝑛 ∩ (−𝑎, ∞) 

In’’= 𝐼𝑛 ∩ [a, ∞) 

So that  l(In)=l(In
’)+l(In’’) 

Then A1⊆ ⋃ ∞𝑛=1 In’ 

       A2⊆ ⋃ ∞𝑛=1 In’’ 

So that  

m*(A1)+m*(A2)≤ ∑  𝑙(∞
𝑛=1  In) 

  Hence the proof. 

 

 Definition: 

Borel set: 

The σ -algebra generated by the class of intervals of the form [a,b) ,its members 

are called the borel set of R. 

Theroem:5 

(i)𝕭 ⊑  𝕸 (ie) Every borel sets is measurable. 

(ii) 𝕭 is a σ -algebra  generated by each of the following classes: the open 

interval  the open sets the G𝛿 sets ,the F𝛿 𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑠. 



Proof: 

(i)follows from  above theroem 

(ii) let  ) 𝕭𝟏 be the   σ -algebra   generated by by the open intervals. 

Every open interval ,since it is the union of a sequence of the intervals of the 

form [a,b) is a borel sets. 

so  

𝕭𝟏 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝕭, 𝒆𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 [𝑎, 𝑏) 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓  the sequence of  open  

Interval and so  𝕭  𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝕭1. 

 𝑠𝑜 𝕭  𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 𝕭𝟏 𝐬𝐢𝐧𝐜𝐞 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡  𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓  the sequence of  open  

𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙.G𝛿  and F 𝛿sets are formed from open sets, using only countable 

intersection and compliment . 

 

Theorem: 

                      Let {Ei} be a sequence of measurable sets . 

Then 

(i)E1⊆E2⊆E3 …….. we have m(limEi)=lim m(Ei) 

(ii)E1⊇E2⊇E3 ……..  and m(E1)<infinite for each i, we have  

m(limEi)=lim(Ei) 

 

Proof: 

(I)write F1=E1,  Fi=Ei-1   , 

For each i, ⋃ 𝐸𝑖∝
𝑛=1  =⋃ 𝐹𝑖∝

𝑛=1  and the sets  Fi are measurable and disjoint. 

 So m(lim Ei)=m(⋃ 𝐸𝑖∝
𝑛=1 ) =m(∑ 𝐹𝑖∝

𝑛=1 ) =lim(m (∑ 𝐹𝑖∝
𝑛=1 ))=lim m(En) 

 As required. 

(ii)We have E1-E1⊆E1-E2 ……..By(i) 

m(lim(E1-Ei)= lim (m(E1-Ei) 

                     =m(E1)-lim m(Ei)…….(1) 

  But lim(E1-Ei) =⋃ 𝐸1 − 𝐸𝑖)∝
𝑛=1  



                                        = E1-limEi     

So  taking the measure of the both sides result  follows  from (1). 

                     Since m(Ei)<∞. 

                      Hence the proof. 

 

 Regularity: 

 Theorem: 

                   The following statements regarding  the set E are  equivalent 

(i) E is measurable. 

 

(ii)  For all ∈ >0  there exists  O,an open sets O⊒ 𝐸  such that  

         m*(O-E)≤∈. 

 

(iii)  There exists G  ,a G𝛿 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝐺 ⊇ 𝐸 𝑆𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑚 ∗ ( 𝐺 − 𝐸) = 0 

 

(ii)*For all ∈ >0  there exists  F,an Closed sets F⊆ 𝐸  such that  

         m*(E-F)≤∈. 

 

(iii)*There exists F  ,a F𝛿 𝑠𝑒𝑡 F ⊆ 𝐸 𝑆𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑚 ∗ ( 𝐸 − 𝐹) = 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 



 



 



 

But E⊆ 𝑈 ∪ (𝑈 △ 𝐸) 

m*(𝐸) ≤ m*(U) +m*(U△ 𝐸) 

(ie) m*(𝐸) ≤ m*(U)+𝜖 …………….(4)   

Now   

         m(U△ 𝐸)=m(O-U)+ m(U-O) 

                        =m(O) -m(U) 

                        ≤m*(𝐸) − m*(U) + 𝜖 

                       ∴ E is Measurable. 

Definition: 

                    Let  F  be an extended real valued function defined on a measurable  

set E. Then F is A lebesgue -measurable function  or  measurable function  if  

for each 𝛼 ∈ 𝑅    the set [ x: f(x)>𝛼] is measurble. 

  

 Note: 

• The constant  function are measurable 

 

 Theorem:  

                      Let C be a  any  real number and  let f and g be real  valued 

function  defined on the same  measurable set E .Then f+ g, f g. f/g, f-g, f+ c and 

fc are also measurable. 

 

                         

 

 

 

 

 



 



    



 

(ii) )⟹ (𝑖𝑖𝑖) 

  Let  [x: f(x)≥ 𝛼] be  measurable. 

Then 

        [x: f(x)<𝛼] = 𝑐[[x: f(x)≥ 𝛼] is measurable. 

(iii)⟹ (𝑖𝑣) 

      Let   [x: f(x)<𝛼] 𝑏𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒   . 

           Then    

            [x: f(x)≤ 𝛼] =  ∏ ∞𝑛=1   [x: f(x)<𝛼 + 1/𝑛] is measurable. 

(iv) ⟹ (i) 

     [x: f(x)≤ 𝛼]   is measurable then its complement [x: f(x)> 𝛼] is  

       measurable function.    

         Hence the proof. 

 Example: 

                  S.T if  F is measurable , then    [x: f(x)= 𝛼] is measurable ,  for each 

       extended real number 𝛼. 

Proof: 

                For finite  𝛼 , 

                         [x: f(x)= 𝛼]  = [x: f(x)≥ 𝛼] ∩[x: f(x)≤ 𝛼] and also measurable. 

                          [x: f(x)= ∞]  =∏ ∞𝑛=1   [x: f(x)> 𝛼. 

Simillarly for 𝛼=-∞ 

                         Hence the proof. 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



  

Proof: 

                  If  (x, y) 𝜖 [0,1] . 

 

Let x~ y if y-x 𝜖 Q1=𝑄 ∩ [−1,1] 
  

Claim :     ~ 𝑜𝑛 [0,1] 
 

Result:1 

                    [0,1] .=∪ 𝐸𝛼, 𝐸𝛼 is disjoint set such that  x and y  are in  

   

same 𝐸𝛼, iff  x~ y 

 

Since  Q1 is countable. 

 

Since  [0,1] is uncountable. 

    

⟹        There are uncountable many sets 𝐸𝛼. 

 

Result:2 

 

        Consider  V in  [0,1] containing just one element 𝑥𝛼 from each 𝐸𝛼. 

  

Let {ri} enumeration of Qi .For each  n, Vn  =V + rn  and  

   

      V={x𝛼/x𝛼 ∈  𝐸𝛼} 

 

      If y∈ Vn  ∩ Vm 

 

(ie) y∈ Vn   
       

       and y∈ Vm. 

 

     There exists 𝑥𝛼, 𝑥𝛽 ∈ V such that  
   

y∈ 𝑥𝛼 + 𝛾𝑛  𝑎𝑛𝑑 y∈ 𝑥𝛽 + 𝛾𝑚   
 

⟹ 𝑐 + 𝛾𝑛 = 𝑥𝛽 + 𝛾𝑚   

⟹ 𝑥𝛼 − 𝑥𝛽 = 𝛾𝑛 − 𝛾𝑚 ⟹ 𝑥𝛼 ∽ 𝑥𝛽   



 

⟹ 𝑥𝛼 = 𝑥𝛽 

⟹ 𝑚 = 𝑛  

Vn∩  Vm= ∅ for n  ≠m 

 

 Also [0,1]   ⊆ ⋃ 𝑉𝑛 ∝
𝑛=1 ⊆ [−1,2]  

 

For x belongs to [0,1]   . 

 

⟹X ∈ 𝐸𝛼 for some α. 
 

⟹X= 𝑥𝛼 + 𝛾𝑛   

            ⟹X ∈  Vn 

  ∴  [0,1]   ⊆ ⋃ 𝑉𝑛 ∝
𝑛=1  

If  V is measurable.  

∴ 𝑚(𝑣) = 𝑚(𝑣𝑛)                                                                                        

 

1 = m([0,1]) ≤  ∑ ∞𝑛=1  𝑚(𝑣𝑛) = 𝛴𝑚(𝑣) 

      ≤ 𝑚(𝑣1) + 𝑚(𝑣2)+….+ 𝑚(𝑣1) 

       ≤ 𝑚([−1,2] = 3 

But ∑ ∞𝑛=1  𝑚(𝑣𝑛) = 0 (𝑜𝑟) ∞ 

Since, 

Vn∩  Vm= ∅ for n  ≠m ,m(∅) = 0 

 

∴ 𝑉 𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑡. 

Theorem: 

          Not  every measurable set is a borel set. 

 

Proof: 

            Write each x∈ ∑ ∞(𝑛=1 ∈ 𝑛)/2  with  ∈ 𝑛 = 0,1,2,3 … .. 

Choosing a non -terminal expansion for each x> 0 

Define the function  f by f(x)= 2(∈ 𝑛)/3𝑛 



 

Then the values of f which    is known as  cantor’s function , lies entirely in the 

cantor  set p. 

Since  ∈ 𝑛 is a measurable function  of x, f is measurable .Also f is one -one its 

range. 

       Since the value of  f(x) defines of {∈ 𝑛}   in the  expansion    

                  2(∈ n)/3n uniquely, so x is determinant uniquely. 

f-1(B) would be measurable set B and any measurable set B and any measurable 

function f. 

Let f be the cantor function and V be the non- measurable  set [0,1]. 

Then B=f(v) lies in  p, and has measure is zero. 

So 𝔅 𝑖𝑠 measurable . But  f is one to one , f-1(B)=V.Which is non-measure 

Hence the measurable. 

Theorem: 

              Show that  f≤ 𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛tial supremum of almost every where. 

Proof: 

(i) Ess supf=∞ 

⟹f ≤  ∞ 

(𝑖𝑖) Ess supf=−∞ 

𝐵𝑦 def 𝑜𝑓” inf [ 𝛼: 𝑓 ≤  𝛼 𝑎. 𝑒]=−∞ 

⟹f = − ∞ 

(ii) Ess supf is finite  

Let En =[ x:f(x)+1/n +finite measurable] 

(ie) En =[ x:f(x)+1/n +ess supf ] and 

En =[ x:f(x) >ess supf] 

∴En is  measurable.Type equation here. 

⟹ 𝑚(𝐸𝑛) =0 

⟹ 𝑚(𝐸) =0 

∴ En =[ x:f(x) >ess supf] 



⟹ 𝑓 ≤ 𝑒𝑠𝑠 sup 𝑓 𝑎. 𝑒. 

 ∴ 𝐻𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All    THE   BEST 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


